Title word cross-reference

N [RKBL19], z [LCZL14], -Equivalent [LCZL14], -way [RKBL19], 2002 [Ano02], 2013 [HP15].

Abbreviated [SRTR17], ABC [SF18], Able [HNRA20], Abstract [XMA+14, Jac95a, Pon02], Abstracting [Gun00], Abstraction [AEK+16, CF03, Egy02], abstractions [BG98, DBGU13], access [BDL06], accommodates [YHR92], Accounting [SM12], Accuracy [ASNB19], Achieving [BJMH02, HAB13, LBZ14], Acknowledgement [ACM05], ACM [NP08], across [CSV13], action [HN98], Active [ASNB19, MS15], activity [Esh06], activitycharts [BRG+01], Ada [Dil93, Dil97, DBDS94, YTL+95], ADAM [GL14], adapt [DPT13], Adaptation [SEM17], Adaptive [BS16, CLBY18, DR11, HWH14, VTA04], Addendum [HT98], Address [Zav04], Adequacy [GRS+16, KSD08], Adequate [GGZ+15], Admitted [RXX+19], adopting [SAB+14], against [EWS14, IC14], agents [MPR06], aggregator [BPT10], agile [CF10], AI [OHDB92], AI-based [OHDB92], aided [SB06], AIOps [LJL+20], algebra [ZB13], Algebraic [SZH+19, HRD08, PPP04], algebras [BCD02], algorithm [BS07, YHR92].
Algorithms [DBNG15, ARL**+**15, HT17, HT98, HVT98, KK93]. aliasing [FYD**+**08].
alignment [UFG14]. alloy [FPB**+**05, MPF14, Jac02].
Alphabet [FDB**+**12]. Alternatives [KDM17].
Amoeba [DCS09]. among [GL11].
Amplifying [ZE14]. Analyses [AMS**+**18, AEK**+**16, AGRR19, Bjo19, CFL**+**16, DG17, EHF20, HNRA20, JZL**+**19b, LCZL14, DDGR18, MGTR18, PBCT10, SEM17, SGD15, VLJ**+**18, YXK**+**17, YBL15, BP98, BGO**+**14, CS12, CK96, CK99, Cor00, CSX08, DRW96, Dev99, DBDS94, LH08, LH02, MRR05, NP08, OO92, PTV95, PGM12, RM03, Rob08, SGG**+**14, Snc96, SR06, TPT13, WP93, XCKX13, YTL**+**19, YBL13, FPGA07, MVM07]. analyze [CFM00].
Analyzing [LTX19, DFG00].
Android [GHM18, LVBBC**+**18].
Annotation [KATS12]. annotation-based [KATS12]. Annotations [IC14].
APPL/A [SHO95]. Application [DBDS94, MFLL12, MS15, ZE14, LH02].
Applications [CGPP15, DG17, KAT12, MBH**+**17, NBB15, BM07, BCFM06, CPPRM03, CDFP04, GGLT07, MZ09, MGMM11, PWX14, PBCT10, SS06, WGSD07, XM07].
Applying [FLM**+**98]. Approach [ASN19, BZSW14, BMM**+**17, DL11, HZZ**+**14, MFLL12, LDUD13, TCDZ19, YB20, YBL13, ZSL**+**13, CTCC98, CRST12, CPPRM03, DFB99a, DFB99b, DvdHHT05, DPT13, DF94, FK96, FPB**+**05, Hen97, LASL13, MZ09, OHDB92, QRLV12, TD01, ZZX**+**06].
approaches [YHC13]. approximation [JGB12]. Apps [LVBBC**+**18]. APTL [WME93]. Architecting [BCD02].
Architectural [MFLL12, AG97, AG98, LWF03, RVMRM04]. Architecture [BNB14, HW14, ZCT18, AAG95, BCC92, DvdHHT05, GL14].
Architecture-centric [HW14]. Architecture-Implementation [ZCT18]. Architecture-Level [BNB14].
architectures [MRRR02]. Aria [DRW96]. Array [NKWF14]. artifact [DFOT07].
ASM [BZSW14]. Aspect [Jac95a, DR10, HE13, KF07, RS09, SGR**+**10]. aspect- [RS09]. aspect-oriented [DR10, HE13, SGR**+**10]. AspectJ [HZS08, MHK11]. Aspects [SZH**+**19, BTI14]. Assembly [AM04].
Assessing [ACF97, Cai20, RST**+**14, VBZ**+**18].
Assessment [CMM**+**15, GJ08, PJRR10, SRR05, Wey96].
assigned [BHL11]. assistance [GN93].
assume [CAC08]. assume-guarantee [CAC08]. Assumptions [HGW**+**16, IYW00].
Author [Ano96, TAW95]. Automated [Arc19, ASNB19, Egy02, FA14, FSM**+**15, GM01, GN93, HJL96, JO15, DGD**+**19, MS14, RKBL19, TM14, WB13, YBL15, BGO**+**14, CS12, CAC08, FN03, FRB**+**06, TBS92, XM07, XM08]. Automatic [CGPP15, CF03, DSV03, MGTR18, BRRP05, DO93]. Automatically [CMM**+**15, Mem08, YJW**+**20, LS13].
Automaton [EM18]. Avoiding [Hie06]. Aware [KAT12, MS15, VLJ**+**18, DFB99a, DFB99b, MGMM11].
B [SB06]. back [Not13]. Based [AB12, ARL**+**15, ASMP16, BMM**+**17, DDE11, GGZ**+**15, JZL**+**19b, OKS**+**16, SGD15, TSPRC18, WB13, YXK**+**17, AAP**+**20, BDV92, BCTW96, CMP13.
Baseline [SP18, WOM15].
Bayesian [AG97, AG98].
BDD [LH08].
BDD-based [LH08].
Behavior [FDB12, DDGR18, SS02, DBGU13, LK14, MG00, PP93, UKM04].
Bloat [NWB18, XMA14]. Boa [DNRN15].
dataflow [KSD08], David [Ros13b], DC [GRS+16], Deadlines [DBNG15],
Deadlock [ABB+18, DBDS94], Debt [RXX+19], Debugging
[CMM+15, FSP+13, J015, MQLR16, AM04, HRD08, OSH04, QRLV12], Decentralized
[EHF20, ML00], Deciding [SGD15], Decision [HG+16], decisions [AM11],
decoupling [BTI14], deduction [FS93], deductive [GM01], Defect
[KS20, ZYL+18, SM12], Defects [AVY11], Degree [FMMH+14],
Degree-of-knowledge [FMMH+14], Delta [HT98, HVT98], Dependence
[PXJ17, Dil97, SHR01, SRK06], dependences [Jac95a, OSH04],
dependencies [BGO+14, Gun00, Rob08], Dependency [SEM17, CY11, GL14],
dependency-based [CY11], dependency-driven [GL14], Deployed
[AVY11], depth [XLC14], Derive
[YBL15, XM08], derived [WV00], Description [Bjø19, DvdHT05, DJ97],
Descriptions [JZL+19a, AAG95, BAD08, WJ10], descriptors [DER10], DESEN [KAS20],
Desert [Rei99], Design [BPT10, EK11, DDDR18, MFL12, SGR+15, BM07, BO92, BRRP05, BFN+14, CSCI06, CR94, FBC+13, FP02, GGLT07, LL00, MRK+97, RS09, SS06, SB06, SGR+10, YTL+95, ZB13],
Design-Pattern [GR+15], Designers
[CZ19], Designing
[BCC+01, DL11, XM07, CPPRM03], designs [SB02], Detecting
[AVY11, DDDR18, MM13, ZSL+13, Jac95a, LS13], Detection
[Cai20, EKI+19, GHM18, LRC14, MS14, RD15, RXX+19, SRBD14, XMA+14, ZAW92, FN03, Kuh99, SMT92, TK02, XR13], determination [OLR+96], deterministic
[HT17], Developer
[BFFG19, CF10, FMMH+14, Sin10], Developing
[HRD08, TAA+19, ZJW03, MGMM11], Development
[BFFG19, CFL+16, MS15, ZCT18, AM11, DvdHT05, EAS08, ELN+92, GJ08, KK93, MFH02, PSV01, SCK13, Tiw08], development-oriented [AM11],
deviations [CDFG96], diagnosis [NLR11], diagram [BP05], diagrams
[BM13, Egy02, Esh06, LK14], DiaPro
[CST16], Differential [MQLR16, TCDZ19], DIG
[NKWF14], Digraphs [EM15],
Dijkstra [Ano02], Directed [YPRK14], discipline [KLV05], Discovering
[CW98, GL11], Discovery
[Böh18, SPK14, GL14], discrete [Ost99], Distinguishing [HT17], Distributed
[BLX+20, Hie14, TG11, WME93, KK93, MU00], distribution [TS09], diversity
[HAB13], Do
[CM+15, LYYC14, SURL11, CAC08], documentation [TBS92], Documenting
[GR+15], documents [SMT92], Does
[FSM+15], Domain
[ASNB19, Bjø19, HZS08, ZE14, BJMH02, BAD08, Hie09, JW94, SS06, ZAW92], Domain-specific [HZS08, BJMH02, SS06], domain-testing
[JW94], domains [Hie02], Double
[For94], Driven
[CLBY18, DG17, PVHW17, BDL06, GL14], DSD
[CSX08], DSD-Crasher [CSX08], duplication [DER10], DynAlloy
[FPGA07], Dynamic
[CST16, KMYK19, DDGR18, NKWF14, PXJ17, XMA+14, CY11, DR10, FC00, FPB+05, GSH97, PJRR10], dynamically
[WGSD07], Dynamite [MPF14],
E3 [JPL98], Early [KDM17], Easier
[CM+15], editing [BGdV92], Editor
[Pez19d, Ros19], Editor-in-Chief
[Pez19d, Ros19], Editorial
[DR15, GMR03, Ghe05, Ghe07, Not07a, Not07b, Not07c, Not08a, Not08b, Not09, Not10, Not12, Not13, OGMK05, Pez19d,]
Pez19a, Pez19b, Pez19c, Pez20, Ros13a, Ros14c, Ros14a, Ros14b, Ros16, Ros17, Ros18a, Ros18b, Ros19. Edsger [Ano02]. Effect [GRS+16, HZBS14, RST+14, ZSL+13, Off92, Sin10, ZXL14].

Effect-Oriented [ZSL+13]. Effective [FYD+08, RD15, CF10, Hen97, REM+04]. Effectiveness [CST16, CMM+15, GRS+16, MKW15, CM08]. Efficiency [CMM+15, LH02]. Efficient [AGRR19, AVY11, FPGA07, SRK06, dFLSV14, RH97]. Efficiently [DL11]. Effort [SP18, SMY19, WOM15, AM11, BM07, GJ08, MY13].

elaboration [UKM04]. Eliciting [JPL98]. Embedded [BNB14, MFL12, GGLT07]. Emergent [LBZ14]. Empirical [AAP+20, CMM+20, FLM+98, MB07, MBH09, RWEB19, TWB+19, VLJ+18, YYK+18, ZHO+18, BM07, BGH07, GHK+01, HT98, HVT98, MB07, MC08, MNGL98, SR05, Tiw08].


engineers [MP+13]. Engines [SURL11]. enhanced [SS06]. Enhancing [TS09]. Enough [CBRO16]. Ensuring [SEM17]. environment [ATW94, Bre95, FGMP03, Khi93, MKR+97, Rei99, RVMR04, SN92, TY92].


Event-Based [ASMP16, BCTW96, CW98, DBPU13]. every [LYYC14]. Evolution [Cai20, DR11, RM03, RVMR04, SN92, THH06, WGG13]. Evolutionary [HLL+16, YB07, Hen97, MBH09].

evolvability [CS12]. evolving [DCS09, QRLV12]. EvoMaster [Arc19]. EvoSuite [FA14]. Exact [HKMB+14]. Examination [YL+18]. Examples [BS16]. Exception [CMM+13, ZE14, RM03].


extractors [MNGL98].

Family
[GHM18, RKBL19, SGR+15, WFF+19].
Family-based [RKBL19]. Fan [MVM07].
Fan-In [MVM07]. Far [ZYL+18]. Farewell [Ros19].
Fault [EKL+19, KMYK19, Kuh09, TSPR18, YHC13, YXX+17, CCX11, Hie02, Hie09, KB07, LY05, MA14, SMT92, TK02, XCKX13, ZXLC14].
Faults [HZBS14, SRTR17, LS13]. Feasibility [EK11]. Feature [CLBY18, FN03, HLL+16, RWEB19, ZS97, ZZL+06]. Feature-Guided [CLBY18]. Features [JZL+19a, KMYK19, DR10, Zav04].
feedback [GJ08]. FEMOSAA [CLBY18].
Field [DPB17, JO15]. finding [CSX08].
finite [BRR01, DL13]. fine-grained [BRR01, DL13]. finite [BM13, EM18, Cor00].
Finite-State [EM18, Cor00]. First [DR15]. Fixing
[SRTR17, TWB+19]. FlagRemover [BHL11]. flags [BHL11]. Flexible
[NEFE03, BTI14]. Flow [DCCN04, For94]. flow-sensitive [For94]. flows [MP09].
Follow [STS+18]. Foraging [FPS+13].
Formal
[BP05, CR94, EWS14, RO18, YJW+20, AG97, AG98, BRRP05, BKM07, CS12, CMCP+99, CRST12, CPPRM03, FP02, MMST14, PGM12, SCK13, VTA04, SB06].
Formalizing
[AAG95, CD98, BP98, CDFG96], formally [CMCP+99]. formatatters [vdBV96].
formula [XCKX13]. forward [Ros13a].
foundation [SCK13]. Foundations [KF07].
Four [ZJ97, CD08]. frames [KK04].
Framework [AEK+16, DR11, KAT12, MS15, YBL15, BCTW96, CDP04, CDFG96, Dev99, For94, MS03, SGL12, WGG13]. free [KGA+12, vdBV96]. Freedom [ABB+18].
front [Dev99]. front-end-retargetable [Dev99]. FSMs [HT17]. Full [SRTR17].
Full-Word [SRTR17]. Functional
[Bro93, GD08, RST+14, MGP+13]. functions [Hie09, MPG+13, VKV03].
general [CCX11]. Generated
[CMM+15, LS13, WGD07]. Generating
[ARG17, DRW96, HT17, IC14, SS20, YJW+20, Kli93].
Generation
[ARC19, BFFG19, FA14, FSW+15, HLL+20, MGTR18, vdBV96, EF05, FK96, FRB+06, HZS08, PWX14]. Generative [KAT12].
Generator [NKWF14, D093]. Generic
[CWM+20, LL00]. Genetic
[DBNG15, YXX+17]. GENOA [Dev99].
Global [ABB+18, CFL+16, WFF+19].
Goals [BBS16, DBPU13].
governed [MU00]. GQM [FLM+08].
grained [BRR01, DL13]. grammars [KGA+12].
grammarware [KLV05]. Graph
[ARL+15, PTY95, MNLG98]. graphical
[DKM+94, MRK+97]. graphs [SRK06].
GreASE [dFLSV14]. growth [JMS08].
guarantee [CAC08].
Guided
[CLBY18, PXW14, TCDZ19]. Guidelines
[GGZ+15]. GUIDs [LVBBC+18].
HAMPI [KGA+12]. handle [LYYC14].
handlers [CMP13]. Handling [ZE14]. hard
[CAC08]. HCSP [YJW+20]. healing
[CMP13]. Help [FSW+15]. heterogeneous
[MU00]. Heuristic [ZHO+18]. Hierarchical
[YWC16, BO92, SLD+17, WJ10].
hierarchies [CCX11]. hierarchy
[BM13, DFB99a, DFB99b, LY05]. hierarchy-aware [DFB99a, DFB99b]. high
[CF03]. high-quality [CF03]. Higher
[LWF03]. Higher-order [LWF03]. Highly
[AMS+18]. History [ARG17, FM94].
history-checking [FM94]. hosts [MPR06].
HOTTest [SS06]. Human
[YXX+17, CDFG96]. human-centered
[CF03].
Hybrid
[GSH97, ZMM+16, CRST12, CSX08].
Hybridized [BBS16]. Hyper
[ZHO+18].
Hyper-Heuristic
[ZHO+18]. hypotheses
ICSE [MP14], Identification [GHM18], Identifier [SRTR17], Identify [HNRA20], Identifying [MVM07], Impact [CST16, ELvdH+05, PVHW17, Tiw08, EAS08, MA14, RSB05, SGG+14], Impact-Driven [PVHW17], Implementation [KDM17, ZCT18, BO92, BPT10, LH08, SB02], Implementations [GZSW19, TCDZ19], implementing [CDP04], implicit [SPAK10], implied [UKM04], Improved [CST16], improvement [SR05], Improving [ASNB19, BGO+14, Cai20, DPT13, GJ08, LH02], in-depth [ZXLC14], Incoming [Pez19d], inconsistencies [CDFG96, GZ05], inconsistent [HN98], Incremental [DPB17, UKM04, YPRK14, KK93, KF07], incrementally [KKLS02], Index [Ano96, TPT13], index-sensitive [TPT13], Indicators [AAP+20], inductive [BG96], Industrial [OKS+16, CMCP+99, FLM+98, SR05], Inference [NNB15, SMY19], Inferring [Pez19d], inconsistencies [CDFG96, GZ05], inconsistent [HN98], Information [FSP+13, DFT07, FBC+13, GSH97, MP09, PGM12, TZZ09, THH06, Wey96, YHC13], information-theoric [YHC13], infrastructures [BDL06], inheritance [KKLS02], inheritance-based [KKLS02], inner [SAB+14], inspections [BFN+14, PSMV98], installability [VD13], Instances [SGR+15], instruction [AM04], Integer [DLRA15], Integrated [YB20, CTCC98, ELN+92, PWD+99, SCK13], Integrating [BFFG19, FRB+06, GSH97], integration [BCTW96, BHR95, SN92, YHR92], Integrity [MWK15], Intellectual [CSV13], Intelligent [PLM15], Intensive [NWB+18], Inter [SEM17], Inter- [SEM17], Interacting [GRT09], Interaction [AB12, MU00], Interaction-Based [AB12], Interactions [ASMP16, PWX14], interchangeability [DPT13], interface [CL94], Interfaces [IC14, BRRP05, BT14], international [NP08, MP14], interpretation [CSC06], interpreters [BP05], Interprocedural [OO92, SHR01, For94], Interval [SMY19, CDSM10, DKM+94], interval-based [CDSM10], Intra [SEM17], Intra-Component [SEM17], Intrinsic [CGPP15], Introduction [HP15, MP14, NP08], Invariant [NKWF14], Invariants [NKWF14], investigating [HBB+09], Investigation [LRCS14, MO08], Investigations [Off92], invocation [SPAK10], Involvement [ZMM+16], IP [MR09], Isolation [JZL+9b], ISSTA [NP08, HP15], Issue [HP15, MP14], items [Gun00], iterative [For94], J [TS09], J-Orchestra [TS09], Java [BS07, Cor00, HRD08, KM10, LTX19, MRR05, RD15, SRTR17, TS09, XR13], JavaScript [ASMP16], Johan [Ano02], Join [BTI14], Journal [DR15], Journal-First [DR15], Journey [ZYL+18], KBSE [DJ97], Key [SAB+14], Knee [CLBY18], Knee-Driven [CLBY18], knowledge [FMMH+14, KK04, MG00], knowledge-based [KK04, MG00], Kristen [Ano02], label [ML00], Language [WB13, BGdV92, CL94, CFM00, GZ05, JPL98, SH095, TY92, WA00, MRR02], language-based [BGdV92, WA00], Languages [Bjo19, BJMH02, BHR95, CDSM10, DvdHT06, HZ08, KSD08, RSB05, vdBV96], Larch [CL94], Larch/Smalltalk [CL94], Large [BNB14, DNRN15, FA14, LJK+20, MO08, PSV01], Large-Scale
model-checking [BGL00, CDEG03, FGMP03, KF07].

Model-Driven [DG17]. Modeling [BRG+01, FMMH+14, JZL+19b, MFL12, MR99, MRR02, SL+13, BCFM06, BAD08, CDP04, DCS09, DHW98, PWD+99, SB06].

Modelling [BMM+17, DG18, EM18, FDB+12, HLL+16, DGD+19, RGCS14, WB13, YJW+20, YBL15, BDL06, CMCP+99, CW98, Cor00, JPL98, MGP+13, MG00, MPF14, ODV+09, PTY95, SGG+14, SCK13, UKM04, YBL13].


Mozilla [MFH02]. Multi [BS16, CDEG03, CLBY18, DG18, LVBBC+18, OKS+16, ZHO+18]. Multi-Criteria [OKS+16]. Multi-Level [DG18]. Multi-Objective [CLBY18, LVBBC+18, ZHO+18].


Obfuscation [GHM18]. Obfuscation-Resilient [GHM18]. Obituary [Ano02]. Object [AB12, MS94, TG11, Cal95, CTCC98, CTC01, CSC06, DFB99a, DF94, Jac02, MRR05, RS09, RM03, SS02, SB02].

Object-Oriented [AB12, MS94, CTCC98, CTC01, CSC06, DFB99a, DF94, RS09, RM03, SB02]. objected [DFB99b]. objected-oriented [DFB99b]. Objective [CLBY18, HLL+16, HLL+20, LVBBC+18, MKS+15, TAA+19, ZZZL18, ZHO+18].


Ole-Johan [Ano02]. Open [CWM+20, RGCS14]. Open-Source [RGCS14, Sin10].

Operational [ZH+19]. operators [OLR+96]. opinion [CF10]. Optimal [HLL+16]. Optimization [CLBY18, HLL+16, LVBBC+18, ZZZL18].

Oracles [WPB19]. Orchestra [TS09]. Order [SGD15, LWF03, TPT13].

organizational [DCS09]. Oriented [AB12, ZSL+13, AM11, CTCC98, CTC01, CSC06, DFB99a, DFB99b, DF94, DR10, FGL+12, HE13, MS94, ODV+09, RS09, RM03, SB02, SRR+10]. OSS [ZMM+16].

outcome [GJ08]. Outgoing [Ros19]. output [KM10].

Parallel [ARG17, DLRA15]. overlapping [HaK92].

Pacemaker [BZSW14]. Pan [BGdV92].

Parallel [HT17, KK93]. PSV01, RD15, SMAC08].
Parameter [TG11]. parameterization [BAD08]. Parameterized [MRR05].
Parameters [RGCS14]. Part [ELN+92].
Platform [LJL+20]. Platys [MS15]. point [BTI14]. pointers [OSH04]. points [LH08, MRR05]. points-to [LH08, MRR05].
Power [LSV08]. Practical [SZH+19, SSB20]. practice [ELvdH+05]. pragmatic [HW12]. Precise [AB12, KMYK19, LRC14, XR13].
Predicting [LJL+20, MBH+17].
Prediction [SMY19, ZL13, ZYL+18, XXLC14].
Prioritization [EM15, HZZ+14, YHC13]. Privacy [BBS16, ML00]. Probabilistic [EM18, PB16, JGB12]. Problem [SKBD14, HKMB+14, MY13]. procedure [BHR95, MGP+13]. Process [BCFM06, PVHW17, LDUD13, ACF97, BCD02, BAD08, CW99, DHW98, GRT09, JPL98, ODV+09, PWD+99, SR05, SHO95].
process-centered [ACF97]. process-integrated [PWD+99].
process-oriented [ODV+09]. Processes [HGW+16, Cia93, CW98, DCS09, FGMP03]. processing [ATW94, Brem95]. Product [DL11, HLL+16, HLL+20, XZZL18, ZCT18, BJJM02, KATS12, MC08]. product-lines [BMJH02]. production [TBS92]. products [JMS08]. profiling [XR13]. Program [BHR95, GRS+16, MTRK14, RKB19, YWC16, YB20, BG96, BG97, DBGU13, EF05, GN93, HZS08, KM10, LH02, OSH04, YHR92]. Programmed [EKL+19]. Programming [DBNG15, CWM+20, KS20, KAT12, MZ09, SP18, YXK+17, HE13, Ki93, RSB05, SHO95]. Programs [EK11, IC14, KMYK19, CTCC98, CF03, Cor01, DF94, FC00, HZZ13, MP09, PTH+95, QRLV12, SMAC08, TS09, YTL+95].
Progressed [ZYL+18]. Project [ZYL+18, Sin10]. Projections [MQLR16]. Projects [RGCS14, ZMM+16].
Proof [FC00, RO18]. proofs [KCL02]. Properties [EHF20, LBZ14, CK99, DCCN04, FPB+05, JGB12, Sin10, SGE00]. Property [CSV13, DDE11, NBB15].
QoS [VTA04]. QoS-enabled [VTA04].
section [NP08]. security
[BDL06, BLW09, CJM00, WAF00].
segments [LS13]. Selection
[HLL+16, BRR01, CY11, GHK+01, RH97].
selective [ATW94, Bre95]. Self
[CLBY18, RXX+19, PJRR10].
Self-Adaptive [CLBY18]. Self-Admitted
[RXX+19]. self-assessment [PJRR10].
Semantic [BAD08, MB15, PJRR10, MG00].
Seminatics
[EHF20, LK14, SZH+19, HN06, YHR92].
semantics-preserving [YHR92]. Sensing
[BZSW14]. Sensitive
[SGD15, Bro93, Cal95, For94, LH08, TPT13].
sensitivity [HKMB+14, MRR05].
Sequence [RGS12, LK14, Mem08].
sequence-based [Mem08]. Sequences
[HT17]. sequencing [O092]. service
[BPT10, DPT13, FGL+12, HWH14, 
PBCT10]. service-oriented [FGL+12].
Services [ZL13, BKMO7]. sets [Hie02].
Shadow [KPC18]. shape [Cor00]. shuttle
[CD98]. Side [EWS14, GZW19].
Side-Channel [EWS14, GZW19]. signal
[BRG+01]. Signature [ZW95]. Significant
[HZBS14]. similarity [OHDB92].
simplified [JW94]. Simulating [FS93].
Simulation [EHF20, KKL02]. Single
[ZCT18]. SIF [HLL+16]. size [BGH07, 
GD08, HGS93, MGP+13, TZ09, ZXLC14].
slice [BGH07, MB07]. slice-based [MB07].
slices [BFN+14]. Slicing
[XMA+14, GSH07, LH02, TD01].
slicing-based [TD01]. Small
[HZBS14, Sin10]. small-world [Sin10].
Smalltalk [CL94]. SMC [SGE00]. Smell
[SKBD14]. Smells [HZBS14]. SMT
[AARR19]. SNAFL [ZZL+06].
Sociotechnical [KAS20]. Software
[AAP+20, BNB14, BÖh18, CBRO16, 
CLBY18, CW99, CFL+16, CZ19, DHW98, 
DR15, DNRR15, EWS14, EM18, EF05, 
EW11, FSM+15, GZW19, HLL+20, HHH95, 
KPC18, MFLL12, MBH+17, MY13, 
MKS+15, MP14, OKS+16, RKBL19, 
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